Granite ascent and emplacement during contractional deformation in convergent orogens
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Abstract—Based on a case study in the Central Maine Belt of west-central Maine, U.S.A., it is proposed that crustal-scale shear zone systems provide an effective focussing mechanism for transfer of granite melt through the crust in convergent orogens. During contractional deformation, flow of melt in crustal materials at depths below the brittle–plastic transition is coupled with plastic deformation of these materials. The flow is driven by pressure gradients generated by buoyancy forces and tectonic stresses. Within the oblique-reverse Central Maine Belt shear zone system, stromatic migmatite and concordant to weakly discordant irregular granite sheets occur in zones of higher strain, which suggests percolative flow of melt to form the migmatite keucosomes and viscous flow of melt channelized in sheet-like bodies, possibly along fractures. Cyclic fluctuations of melt pressure may cause instantaneous changes in the effective permeability of the flow network if self-propagating melt-filled tensile and/or dilatant shear fractures are produced due to melt-enhanced embrittlement. Inhomogeneous migmatite and schlieric granite occur in zones of lower strain, which suggests migration of partially-molten material through these zones en masse by granular flow, and channelized flow of melt carrying entrained residue. Founded on the Central Maine Belt case study, we develop a model of melt extraction and ascent using the driving forces, stress conditions and crustal rheologies in convergent, especially transpressive orogens. Ascent of melt becomes inhibited with decreasing depth as the solidus is approached. For intermediate \( \alpha \) \((H_2O)\) muscovite-dehydration melting, the water-saturated solidus occurs between 400 and 200 MPa, near the brittle–plastic transition during high-\( T \)-low-\( P \) metamorphism, where the balance of forces favors (sub-) horizontal fracture propagation. Emplacement of melt may be accommodated by ductile flow and/or stopping of wall rock, and inflation may be accommodated by lifting of the roof at shallower crustal levels and/or sinking of the pluton floor. The resultant plutons have (sub-) horizontal tabular geometries with floors that slope down to the ascent conduits. Although these plutons may have locally discordant relations with country rock structures, when viewed at the crustal-scale, granite ascent and emplacement in convergent orogens are syn-tectonic processes. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION

Migration of granite melt is important in the evolution of the continents because it advects heat and mass from the lower to the upper crust, which in turn contributes to metamorphic activity in the upper crust and is responsible for chemical differentiation of the continents. In addition, the melt induces thermal and mechanical interactions during ascent and emplacement that affect the crustal response to stresses in the lithosphere. Many aspects of the extraction and transfer process remain poorly understood or controversial, however, including focussing the melt and the mechanism of ascent (Rubin, 1993a; Petford, 1996; Weinberg, 1996) and the relationship between ascent and active deformation in convergent orogens (e.g. Hollister and Crawford, 1986; D'Lemos et al., 1992; Davidson et al., 1992, 1994; Brown, 1994a; Hutton, 1997). Also, the process of melt accumulation and its emplacement to form plutons (e.g. Paterson et al., 1996; McCaffrey and Petford, 1997; Cruden, 1998; Paterson and Miller, 1998) remains contentious, and the nature of the return flow in the crust (Paterson et al., 1996; Warren and Ellis, 1996; Mawer et al., 1997; Weinberg, 1997; Cruden, 1998; Paterson and Miller, in press) is poorly defined.

Diapirc ascent of melt through viscous rock and ascent by flow of melt through fractures in elastic/brittle rock (dyking) represent two end-member transfer processes, but these may not be appropriate processes for the ascent of granite melt in convergent orogens. Although granites may be emplaced during orogenic collapse (Scaillet et al., 1995; Brown and Dallmeyer, 1996), many granites in orogenic belts were emplaced during active contractional deformation (Brown and Solar, 1998; Paterson and Miller, in press), which implies orogen-scale (sub-) horizontal maximum principal compressive stress. Such a stress system conflicts with the general expectation in dyking that melt migrates along extensional fractures that form parallel to the maximum and normal to the minimum principal compressive stresses (Anderson, 1938, 1951). Recent work in France (Jones and Brown, 1990; D'Lemos et al., 1992; Brown, 1995; Brown and Solar, 1998), Australia (Collins and Sawyer, 1996), Canada (Sawyer, 1996, 1998), New England (Solar, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998), and the South Tibetan Himalaya (Searle et al., 1997) shows that melt migration can be channeled using networks of dilatant structures and fabric anisotropies, such as foliation and lineation, which implies a significant role for deformation in deciding melt flow paths (Sawyer, 1994;
Brown and Rushmer, 1997). Porous flow in partially-molten rock and en masse transfer by granular flow in response to regional stress gradients are additional processes by which melt and melt plus residue may migrate in the source during contractional deformation of anisotropic crust (Sawyer, 1996, 1998; Rutter, 1997; Brown and Solar, 1998). Although the transition from porous or granular flow in the source to focussed ascent remains to be fully explained, Brown and Solar (1998) have proposed that sheet-like flow through crustal-scale shear zone systems is the ascent mechanism in convergent orogens. The change-over to channelized flow suggests rapid switches in effective permeability of the flow network caused by overpressuring, melt-enhanced embrittlement, and fracturing. Different ascent mechanisms will transfer melt through the crust at different rates (Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Clemens et al., 1997; Rutter, 1997), which is likely to be an important control on the thermo-mechanical evolution of convergent orogens.

A crucial question is whether crustal anatexis synchronous with contractional deformation in convergent orogens plays a fundamental role in weakening the crust to cause faster strain rates, more rapid thickening and exhumation, and further melting in a feedback relation. Convergent orogenesis occurs at active plate margins during subduction of oceanic lithosphere and terminal continental collision. Convergence between lithospheric plates is rarely orthogonal, and the inclination of the convergence vector is a critical control on the thermo-mechanical evolution of obliquely convergent (transpressive) orogens (Robin and Cruden, 1994; Tikoff and Teyssier, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997). The thermo-mechanical consequences of convergent orogenesis have been investigated using one- and two-dimensional thermal-kinematic modelling (England and Thompson, 1984; Ruppel and Hodges, 1994; Thompson and Connolly, 1995; Huerta et al., 1996) and coupled thermo-mechanical models (Jamieson et al., 1996, 1998; Batt and Braun, 1997). The decisive outcome of this work is that the thermal and tectonic evolution of convergent orogens are linked. Thus, during orogenesis, feedback relations are to be expected, and several examples of feedback between deformation and presence of melt have been described in the past decade (Hollister and Crawford, 1986; D’Lemos et al., 1992; Neves et al., 1996; Pavlis, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998). In addition, Brown and Solar (1998) have proposed that actively deforming convergent orogens are non-equilibrium systems that generate dissipative structure by self-organization. This is expressed by the development of crustal-scale shear zone systems that control movement of granite melt through these orogens.

Melt may be arrested during ascent if the flow path intersects rheological or stress barriers, or freely slipping (sub-) horizontal fractures (Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Hogan and Gilbert, 1995), which are also likely to be important in enabling magma emplacement. Sometimes, pre-existing structures are the key to ascent and emplacement, such as the Palaeoproterozoic foliation and shear zones that provided conduits for movement of Mesoproterozoic melt into the middle crust in southwestern U.S.A. (Nyman and Karlstrom, 1997). Also, ascent may be stalled if the path intersects the water-saturated solidus, which will occur at shallower levels for low $a$($H_2O$) biotite-dehydration melting [$<100$ Mpa, based on the $P$–$T$ diagram of Thompson (1996)] than for intermediate $a$($H_2O$) muscovite-dehydration melting [400–200 MPa, based on the $P$–$T$ diagram of Thompson (1996)].

One limitation to our understanding of pluton construction is the issue of the three-dimensional shape of granites in convergent orogens. Paterson et al. (1996) have argued that plutons in arcs extend down through most of the crust. In contrast, McCaffrey and Pettford (1997) interpret many plutons in convergent orogens to be horizontally extensive and tabular in form. If correct, this latter view suggests a fundamental change from (sub-) vertical ascent to (sub-) horizontal emplacement. This implies (sub-) vertical opening of (sub-) horizontal fractures when melt pressure exceeds the vertical load and the tensile strength of the rock. However, as Clemens et al. (1997) have pointed out, there is no reason to suppose that ascent and emplacement occur by the same mechanisms or at the same rates. The accumulated volume of melt is accommodated in the crust by various mechanisms, including ductile flow of wall rock, uplift of the roof and/or subsidence of the floor, dilation related to regional-scale tectonics, and stoping. Emplacement is generally the result of some combination of pluton-related and regional strains [the multiple material transfer processes of Paterson and Fowler (1993)]. Nonetheless, a strong argument has been made that these mechanisms are insufficient to create the space occupied by a pluton without downward transfer of wall rock in what Paterson et al. (1996) call a crustal-scale exchange process (cf. the analysis of stoping by Marsh, 1982).

This paper is one of a series that addresses the mechanisms of granite ascent and emplacement and the thermo-mechanical consequences for the crust during contractional deformation in convergent orogens (see also Brown and Solar, 1998; Solar and Brown, in press; Solar et al., 1998; Pressley and Brown, in press). It is useful to characterize melt flow by reference to end-member models, such as porous flow, granular flow and channelized flow. For melt to escape the source region, however, channelized flow is necessary below the solidus. The channels do not change the permeability of the partially-molten matrix but do change the effective permeability of the flow network. Thus, to understand the process of melt extraction and transfer through the crust it is essential to understand how channelized flow is initiated and maintained—this is the focussing mechanism. To
achieve this, the spatial (porous vs channelized) and temporal (continuous vs pulsed, or slow vs fast) characteristics of melt flow paths through the anatectic zone must be identified. These data will enable us to better understand the control of melt flow by plastic deformation and to evaluate the role of melt-enhanced embrittlement. In this paper, a case study from an area in west-central Maine, which is part of the Appalachian Mountain belt, is summarized. The relationship of granite, both as leucosome in stromatic and inhomogeneous migmatites and in sheets, to regional-scale plastic deformation provides the link between flow in the source and focussed ascent through the sub-solidus crust. Concerning the important question of emplacement, in this area the three-dimensional shape of granites and their relationship to regional-scale deformation based on geological and geophysical data is deduced. Then, this information is used to develop a model for the ascent and emplacement of granite magma during contractional deformation in convergent, especially transpressive orogens.

**GEOLOGY OF WEST-CENTRAL MAINE**

The northern Appalachians have been divided into several tectono-stratigraphic terranes (Zen et al., 1986). The area of interest occurs within the Central Maine Belt (CMB) and overlaps the Ordovician rocks of the Bronson Hill Belt (BHB) to the NW (Fig. 1). To the southeast, the CMB is truncated by the Norumbega shear zone system (NSZ), along which the Neoproterozoic-to-Silurian Avalon Composite Terrane (ACT) was juxtaposed against the CMB during the Silurian–Early Devonian. In central New Hampshire and Maine, rocks within the CMB and the NSZ record dextral transpression where strain was partitioned between the dextral-transcurrent NSZ (West and Hubbard, 1997) and the dextral-reverse CMB shear zone systems (Brown and Solar, 1998).

The CMB is composed of a large volume of metasedimentary rocks (Stewart, 1989), which are interpreted to have been clastic marine sediments. Deposition of the Rangeley Stratigraphic Sequence began with coarse conglomerate of the Silurian Rangeley Formation, which was followed by deposition of finer sediment ending with the Devonian Seboomook Formation (Hatch et al., 1983; Moench and Pankiwskyj, 1988). The Silurian part of the sequence was derived from western sources and deposited under reducing conditions, but the Devonian part of the sequence was more likely derived from the east and deposited under oxidizing conditions. The metamorphic grade increases along strike to the southwest, from greenschist to upper amphibolite facies (Guidotti, 1989). The main penetrative deformation and metamorphism recorded within the CMB, and the associated plutonism, are the result of Devonian orogenesis (Eusden and Barreiro, 1988; Smith and Barreiro, 1990; Bradley et al., 1996; Solar et al., 1998, and references therein). Thus, deformation, metamorphism and plutonism of the sedimentary rocks in the CMB basin occurred only a short time after deposition of the sequence.

**Structural framework**

Deformation in west-central Maine was heterogeneous, and strain was partitioned preferentially into the rheologically weaker units. All metasedimentary rocks of the CMB exhibit high strain fabrics; they record deformation within the CMB shear zone system (Solar and Brown, in press). Mineral elongation lineation plunges, moderately-to-steeply, approximately northeast.

Detailed mapping of structures around the Tumbledown Anatectic Domain (Solar, 1996) and in the area between the Mooselookmeguntic, Redington and Phillips plutons (Brown and Solar, 1998) has enabled us to distinguish NE-trending, steeply SE-dipping zones of pervasively parallel structural elements that anastomose around lenses in which structural elements are non-parallel (Fig. 1). In rocks that remained below the contemporary solidus, these contrasting structural domains are distinguished based on fabric style. $S \geq L$ fabrics occur in the zones of parallel strike-of-foliation form lines to suggest general flattening-to-plane strain. In the intervening lenses, mineral elongation lineation is pervasively developed but foliation is weak or absent, suggesting $L \geq S$ fabrics and constrictional strain. Although planar structural elements in these lenses are generally non-parallel at map scale, reflected in the trend of strike-of-foliation form lines in Fig. 1, mineral elongation lineations and fold hinge lines are sub-parallel to each other where they occur together in outcrop. We interpret these structural characteristics to reflect partitioning and localization of strain and we interpret the steeply SE-dipping zones of pervasively parallel structural elements to record higher strain (higher strain zones, HSZs) that anastomose around lenses in which structural elements are non-parallel and reflect lower strain (lower strain zones, LSZs). This pattern can be seen from the regional scale to the thin section scale.

A similar range of compositions is represented by rocks in both HSZs and LSZs but in different proportions, with a higher ratio of pelite to psammite in units that have localized the higher strain; rocks in both HSZs and LSZs record similar microstructures (Solar and Brown, in press). The structural boundaries shown on Fig. 1 are placed at the sharp change between zones of apparent flattening-to-plane strain (HSZs) and zones of apparent constrictional strain (LSZs). These observations are consistent with results obtained from analytical and analog modeling (Cruden and Robin, 1997; Robin and Cruden, 1997), which show that under different conditions of viscosity...
Fig. 1. Simplified geological and structural form line map of a portion of west-central Maine and adjacent New Hampshire, U.S.A. The geology inside the area south and west of the dashed lines (44°30’ to 45°00’ N; 70°15’ W to the Mooselookmeguntic pluton) is based on a combination of detailed new mapping (Solar, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998) and extensive field checking of data represented on the maps of Moench (1971), Moench and Hildreth (1976) and Pankiwskyj (1978). Outside of this area, the geology is based on the map of Moench et al. (1995), corroborated by limited field checking of structures and lithologic contacts, and extrapolation of structures to the northeast from the area of our more detailed work as far as the Lexington pluton. Solid lines are strike-of-foliation form lines (in metasedimentary rocks). Foliation dips generally southeast and closeness of form lines denotes steepness of dip (closely-spaced—steeply-dipping; widely-spaced—moderately-dipping). Field data (Solar, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998) supported by microstructural observations (Solar and Brown, in press) confirm that areas of pervasively-parallel and closely-spaced strike-of-foliation form lines correlate with higher strain (HSZs, as discussed in the text) and areas of variable trend with widely-spaced form lines correlate with areas of lower strain (LSZs). The Rangeley Stratigraphic Sequence is represented by various grey ornaments. BHB is the Bronson Hill Belt and CMB is the Central Maine Belt; A–A’ line of section in Fig. 5. On the location map, ME is Maine, NH is New Hampshire, VT is Vermont, NY is New York, MA is Massachusetts, CT is Connecticut and RI is Rhode Island; NSZ is the Norumbega Shear Zone System and NT is the Nashoba Terrane.
contrast and convergence angle, HSZs can record general-to-strongly flattening strains while simultaneously LSZs record plane strain with well-developed lineation.

Dextral-reverse oblique shear is shown by asymmetric boudinage in outcrop, and corroborated by asymmetric porphyroblast–matrix–tail relations in thin sections cut parallel to mineral elongation lineation and normal to foliation (Solar and Brown, in press). Metamorphism occurred at middle crustal depths (Guidotti, 1989; Guidotti and Holdaway, 1993); porphyroblast inclusion trail–matrix foliation relationships in appropriately oriented thin sections show that metamorphic crystallization and plastic deformation were regionally synchronous (Solar and Brown, in press). Monazite separated from samples of pelitic schist at staurolite grade from the central HSZ yields metamorphic ages of 405–399 ± 2 Ma (Smith and Barreiro, 1990), which we interpret to be the age of plastic deformation. In contrast, monazite separated from samples of pelitic schist spatially associated with the granodiorite phase of the Mooselookmeguntic pluton around its southeast side, yields ages of 374–363 ± 2 Ma, interpreted to be the result of recrystallization during contact metamorphism, consistent with a crystallization age for the granodiorite phase of 363 ± 2 Ma (Smith and Barreiro, 1990), which probably dates emplacement of this unit.

**Migmatites and granites**

Displacement accommodated by the CMB shear zone system was dextral-reverse, so that blocks on the southeast side were obliquely thrust inboard to the northwest and along strike to the southwest (Brown and Solar, 1998). Thus, the block to the southeast of the central HSZ exposes a deeper structural level than the block to the northwest, from the central HSZ to the mylonite zone, and the BHB farther northwest represents a still higher structural level. Within any block, the southwest side of the exposed surface is the deeper level, with shallower levels exposed to the northeast along the trend of the mineral elongation lineation. Thus, the deepest structural levels within the area of Fig. 1 are represented by the Weld Anatectic Domain (WAD) and the Tumbledown Anatectic Domain (TAD).

Migmatitic rocks are spatially restricted to the WAD and TAD (Fig. 1), which have sharp contacts with non-migmatitic rocks. Within these domains, we have divided the migmatites into stromatic and inhomogeneous types (Solar, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998). The distribution of these different migmatite types correlates with structures (Fig. 1). Stromatic migmatites (Figs 2 & 3) occur in HSZs, while inhomogeneous migmatites (Fig. 4) occur within elongate...
areas at map scale that correspond to LSZs, and their elliptical map outlines reflect oblique sections through these domains of constrictional strain. The map outlines are asymmetric, consistent with dextral kinematics and the geometry of structures at a regional scale. As the CMB shear zone system passes through west-central Maine (Fig. 1), attitudes of structural elements in the central HSZ change in strike (relict bedding and foliation) and in trend (linear structures) from northeast to north and from northeast to south across the area (Brown and Solar, 1998), and revert to northeast farther southwest (Moench et al., 1995); concurrently, mineral elongation lineation and fold hinge lines vary from moderately-plunging to steeply-plunging and back to moderately-plunging. This geometry and the map patterns suggest that this part of the CMB shear zone system in west-central Maine forms a transpressive restraining bend, within a regional-scale dextral-reverse structure. The inhomogeneous migmatites are concentrated within the asymmetric LSZs in the region of the bend.

The approximate coincidence of foliation and migmatite leucosomes in HSZs and the occurrence of concordant to weakly-discordant irregular granite sheets (Figs 2 & 3) suggest that melt migrated along the foliation or in sheet-like bodies parallel to or at a low angle to the foliation (Brown and Solar, 1998). In detail, on both shallowly-oriented and steeply-oriented surfaces, these granite sheets exhibit pinch and swell structure (Figs 2 & 3), although no solid-state deformation is recorded by the granite. This suggests that accumulation of plastic strain outlasted upward movement of the granite, but that final crystallization of the granite outlasted deformation. Magmatic flow structures in granite, such as multiple sheeting, asymmetric biotite-rich schlieren and trails of residual biotite crystals show that granite in sheets is exotic to the outcrop in which it occurs. Although the migmatite leucosomes are likely to be locally-derived, they may represent melt frozen during syntectonic migration through the stromatic structure, rather than stagnant melt crystallized in situ (Brown et al., 1995; Brown and Brown, 1997). The stromatic leucosomes have higher aspect ratios in sections approximately parallel to lineation compared to sections at a high angle to lineation, consistent with flattening-to-plane strains. Inhomogeneous migmatites exhibit flow structures similar to those seen in granite sheets, and show leucosome concentrations at tails of enclaves (Fig. 4) that demonstrate melt segregation during flow (Sawyer, 1996).

Based on these observations, we interpret the CMB shear zone system to form a percolation network that focused melt flow through the crust (Brown and Solar, 1998). We do not agree with the view that migmatites represent failed systems with little relevance to crustal-scale melt flow. Instead, we speculate that lower crustal migmatites at both amphibolite and granulite facies grade of metamorphism preserve evidence of the mesoscopic melt flow paths in the source regions of granite plutons. As in any detective method, we are working with incomplete and imperfect evidence. Nonetheless, prosecuting an understanding of melt flow in migmatites will provide more realistic constraints on models of granite extraction from the anatectic zone.

A higher volume percent leucosome is preserved in inhomogeneous migmatites than in stromatic migmatites, which suggests that more melt may have been generated and retained in the inhomogeneous migmatites, or that melt infiltrated the LSZs. All gradations exist between dark inhomogeneous migmatites with a residual aspect and schlieric granite, which indicates melt migration through the partially-molten system. Although the stromatic migmatites preserve a lower volume percent leucosome, which may imply that less melt was generated and retained in these rocks, the residual nature of some stromatic migmatites, which is implied by mineral modes of melanosomes, suggests that melt has been driven out of these rocks as well. Melt loss from structurally deeper levels is represented by granite sheets in the stromatic migmatites and schlieric granites in the inhomogeneous migmatites. We are in the process of gathering geochemical data to evaluate melt loss from inhomogeneous and stromatic migmatites.

Magmatic zircon and monazite separated from samples of three syn-kineamic leucogranite sheets lodged within the central HSZ yield ages of 408.2 ± 2.5 Ma, 407.9 ± 1.9 Ma and 404.3 ± 1.9 Ma, from south to north along the zone, interpreted to date crystallization closely (Solar et al., 1998). There are three principal Early Devonian granite plutons: the Redington pluton (407.6 ± 4.7 Ma, Solar et al., 1998); the Phillips pluton (403.8 ± 1.3 Ma, Pressley and Brown, in press; see also Solar et al., 1998); and, the Lexington pluton (404.2 ± 1.8 Ma, Solar et al., 1998). The ca 404 Ma age for the Lexington pluton is consistent with a Rb–Sr whole-rock age of 399 ± 6 Ma (Gaudette and Boone, 1985; see also Dickerson and Holdaway, 1989). Given the proximity of these plutons to migmatites exposed in the TAD and WAD (Fig. 1), and the

Fig. 3. Shallowly W-inclined surface that cuts steeply E-dipping granite sheets in stromatic migmatite (see Fig. 2) within the central high strain zone, west of the Tumbledown Anatectic Domain, Central Maine Belt, west-central Maine (steeply E-dipping fabric; view to south; top photograph east part of outcrop, centre photograph centre part of outcrop, bottom photograph west part of outcrop). The granite sheets vary from concordant to weakly discordant with respect to migmatitic foliation, which implies control by the fabric anisotropy on sheet geometry, and may show pinch-and-swell structure. Magmatic foliation, defined by multiple sheeting and biotite schlieren, most prominently displayed in the largest sheet in the top photograph, is generally (sub-) parallel to sheet margins.
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down-plunge projection of the WAD beneath the Phillips pluton, it is to be expected that most of the melt that accumulated to form these plutons was derived from a metasedimentary source similar to the CMB rocks at outcrop. This has been confirmed for the Phillips pluton using REE geochemistry and the isotopic composition of Nd (Pressley and Brown, in press). In the west, the Mooselookmeguntic pluton and associated bodies (Fig. 1) underlie >1000 km² of the area and represent the largest Devonian pluton in west-central Maine. This pluton is the youngest of the four granites, two of the units within it having yielded crystallization ages of 388.9 ± 1.6 Ma and 370.3 ± 1.1 Ma, respectively (Solar et al., 1998). The Mooselookmeguntic pluton extends across the boundary between the BHB and CMB, and consequently some granite magma within the pluton might have been derived from the BHB, although this remains to be tested using geochemical data.

**INFERENCES ABOUT EMPLACEMENT FROM PLUTON GEOMETRY**

The three-dimensional form of plutons can be deduced by combining geological information with models based on geophysical data, in particular gravity studies. In this paper a regional view is taken. To derive pluton geometries, the data used are: (1) new mapping and recently-collected structural data (Solar, 1996; Brown and Solar, 1998); (2) extant mapping (e.g. Moench et al., 1995, and work referenced therein); (3) thermal aureole width and depth of pluton emplacement [as represented by metamorphic mineral assemblages; summarized in Guidotti and Holdaway (1993), and work referenced therein]; (4) cross-sections of plutons modelled in a regional gravity study of the western part of the area (Carnese, 1981); and (5) a crustal model constructed after a detailed integrated geophysical study in the eastern part of the area (Stewart, 1989; Unger et al., 1989). It is appreciated that the pluton geometries derived here are speculative because of restrictions imposed by the amount of outcrop and the limited size of the gravity dataset, and the intrinsic limitations in modelling of residual gravity anomalies. In addition, downward thicknesses estimated from gravity data represent minima since the proportion of each pluton removed by erosion cannot be deduced, except where part of the roof contact is preserved or the metamorphic imprint beneath the floor of the removed granite remains.

The plutons are described in three groups (Figs 1 & 5): within the block to the southeast of the central HSZ (the Phillips pluton and the associated WAD); those in the block to northwest of the central HSZ (Redington and Lexington plutons); and the younger Mooselookmeguntic pluton and associated bodies that cut across the mylonite zone separating the BHB and the CMB. Given the implication of the dextral-reverse kinematics that successively shallower structural levels are exposed to the northwest and the crystallization ages of the four plutons, this sequence is a progression from contemporaneous deeper to shallower levels across the central HSZ, and to regionally cooler crust at the time of emplacement of the Mooselookmeguntic pluton (Guidotti, 1993; Guidotti and Holdaway, 1993).

**The Phillips pluton**

The Phillips pluton is composed of dominantly medium–coarse-grained two-mica leucogranite and subordinately fine–medium-grained granodiorite (Pressley and Brown, in press). It is subcircular in map view, ~8 km in diameter, and is in the LSZ to the southeast of the central HSZ (Figs 1 & 5). Magmatic fabrics (planar biotite-rich schlieren, and modal and grain-size layering) occur locally in the leucogranite and are oriented conformably with the NE-striking foliation in the surrounding metasedimentary units. Where observed, local contacts between granite and metasedimentary rocks are concordant with respect to regional structure; pluton contacts are steeply SE-dipping on the northwest and southeast sides of the pluton, and apparently NE-dipping on the northeast side. At its margins, the Phillips pluton records no solid-state deformation of the kind commonly attributed to ballooning, and there is no discrete metamorphic aureole separable from the regional metamorphism. Emplacement is interpreted to have occurred during active deformation synchronous with the peak of regional metamorphism. The pressure of metamorphism around the Phillips pluton was ~400 MPa (based on the production of sillimanite rather than andalusite by the reaction muscovite + staurolite + chlorite +...
quartz → sillimanite + biotite + H₂O (Guidotti, 1974; Guidotti et al., 1991), using the petrogenetic grid of Pattison and Tracy (1991); and, using the muscovite–andalusite–biotite–sillimanite geobarometer (Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay, 1996; Holdaway, pers. comm.).

Our structural interpretation of the Phillips pluton is that it has a steeply SE-dipping sheeted internal structure with a hemi-ellipsoidal form in three-dimensions, the long axis of which plunges parallel to the moderately NE-plunging mineral elongation lineation in the country rocks. A funnel-shaped body has been suggested in a three-dimensional geological model constructed from combined geophysical and geological data (Unger et al., 1989). The −10 mgal residual gravity contour (Carnese, 1981) is taken to outline the melt ascent conduit or ‘root zone’ of the pluton (Fig. 5). We infer that melt ponded and crystallized within the LSZ. Pinch and swell structure of leucogranite sheets discordant to foliation in the thermal aureole suggests that waning ductile deformation was not finished at the time of emplacement of the Phillips pluton (Pressley and Brown, in press). We infer from this that the exposed level represents the part of the pluton below the level of the contemporary brittle–plastic transition. It is plausible that the Phillips pluton extended laterally at shallower levels as a tabular pluton removed by erosion, but there is no information to constrain such speculation (Guidotti and Holdaway, 1993).

The WAD is poorly exposed; although mapped by Moench and Pankiwskyj (1988) as part of the Phillips pluton, Brown and Solar (1998; see also Pressley and Brown, in press) interpret it to be inhomogeneous migmatised with lenses of schlieric granite. Given the moderate-to-steeply NE-plunging mineral elongation lineation in the CMB rocks (Brown and Solar, 1998), it is implicit that rocks similar to these inhomogeneous migmatised granites with lenses of schlieric granite underlie the Phillips pluton (Fig. 1). An important conclusion of work on the Phillips pluton is confirmation from the isotopic composition of Nd that it is composed of multiple batches of melt (Pressley and Brown, in press), as implied by the sheeted structure observed at outcrop. A second significant conclusion from this study (Pressley and Brown, in press) is that the leucogranite that comprises most of the pluton was derived from a source with similar isotopic composition to the surrounding CMB rocks, although the minor granodiorite has an isotopic composition compatible with derivation from Avalon-like crust inferred to underlie the CMB rocks (Stewart et al., 1992).

The Redington pluton

The Redington pluton is predominantly a porphyritic biotite granite. It has an oval map-shape elongate NE–SW, with axial dimensions of ~20 × 10 km, and is in the LSZ to the northwest of the central HSZ (Figs 1 & 5). The pluton has irregularly NE-dipping contacts with country rocks in the northeast and inward-dipping contact in the southwest (Moench and Zartman, 1976), where it is inferred to be in contact with country rocks along a NE-dipping surface that represents the base of the pluton. In the southwest, aligned K-feldspar phenocrysts define a moderately NE-dipping magmatic foliation inside the pluton, sub-parallel to km-scale screens of weakly strained hornfelsic wall rock. The thermal aureole associated with the pluton is narrow, generally <1 km wide. Based on the succession of metamorphic mineral assemblages towards the contact in muscovite–quartz–ilmenite–graphite-bearing pelites [andalusite + cordierite + biotite succeeded by sillimanite + K-feldspar + cordierite + biotite + ‘very little staurolite or garnet’; from Guidotti and Holdaway (1993)], we estimate metamorphic P of not less than ~300 MPa using the petrogenetic grid of Pattison and Tracy (1991). Foliation trajectories in the country rocks on the southwest side are interpreted to reflect interaction between pluton emplacement and regional foliation development, and suggest intrusion during active plastic deformation, with melt flow likely to the southwest during emplacement (Cruden and Laaneau, 1994).

A model interpretation of gravity data suggests a horizontal wedge as much as 2.5–3 km thick at the northeast end thinning to the southwest (Carnese, 1981). The −10 mgal residual gravity contour (Carnese, 1981) is taken to outline the melt ascent conduit or ‘root zone’ of the pluton (Fig. 5); it is offset to the northeast, which is consistent with the root zone extending down the lineation, although the strong positive gravity anomaly associated with the Flagstaff Lake igneous complex may displace the anomaly to the southeast. From this it is inferred that melt ponded in the LSZ. Space for emplacement was created by a combination of stoping screens of wall rock and wall-rock deformation at the leading edge during intrusion to the southwest (Fig. 1), possibly in association with some lifting of the roof and/or sinking of the pluton floor, the latter suggested by the slope of the pluton floor down-to-the-NE (Fig. 5). The relative contribution of each of these potential space-creation mechanisms in accommodating the inferred southwest flow of the inflating magma wedge has not been estimated. Based on the style of granite intrusion, we suggest that the Redington pluton was emplaced around the level of the contemporary brittle–plastic transition.

The Lexington pluton

The Lexington pluton, which is the thickest pluton in the area, comprises a northern and central-southern lobe (Figs 1 & 5). The northern lobe, which has axial dimensions of ~15 × 12 km, is composed of biotite granite; it exhibits dextral offset with respect to the
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Fig. 5. Map to show the relationship between granite plutons and the shear zone system. Contours of residual gravity are taken from Carnese (1981). The 2 km contour of depth to the contact beneath the Lexington pluton is taken from Unger et al. (1989); maximum depth to the floor varies along the pluton from ~12 km in the northern lobe to 6–3 km from north-northwest to south-southeast along the central-southern lobe. HSZs are indicated by the inclined dashes, and LSZs are unornamented; plutons are indicated in various dotted ornaments, given in Fig. 1. An indication of the extent of the metamorphic aureole surrounding each pluton is given by an appropriate isograd (see text for details). A–A’ is the line of the true-scale section shown beneath the map at left. Solid lines represent the intersection of foliation planes with the plane of the section. Part of the section is redrawn to the right to show migmatite type (ornaments the same as in Fig. 1) predicted to occur at depth beneath the Phillips pluton as a consequence of the moderate-to-steeply NE-plunging regionally-developed mineral elongation lineation.
central-southern lobe. The central-southern lobe, which has axial dimensions of ~20 × 10 km, is composed of porphyritic and two-mica granites; Williamson and Seaman (1996) interpret magma mingling textures at lower elevations to represent interaction between infusions of mafic magma and the partially-crystallized granite into which it was emplaced. The northern lobe is in the LSZ to the northwest of the central HSZ; a thermal aureole was produced up to ~1.5 km wide (Dickerson and Holdaway, 1989). Based on the succession of metamorphic mineral assemblages towards the contact in muscovite–quartz–ilmenite–graphite-bearing pelites [cordierite + biotite + chlorite, andalusite + cordierite + biotite, and sillimanite + K-feldspar + cordierite + biotite; from Dickerson and Holdaway (1989)], we estimate metamorphic P of ~300 MPa using the petrogenetic grid of Pattison and Tracy (1991).

The central-southern lobe cuts across the strike of the central HSZ (Fig. 1). Around the central-southern lobe, the thermal aureole expands from ~1.5 km at the central part to ~8 km on both the WSW and ENE of the southern part, before narrowing to ~1.5 km at the south end of the pluton (Dickerson and Holdaway, 1989). Based on the succession of metamorphic mineral assemblages towards the contact in muscovite–quartz–ilmenite–graphite-bearing pelites [andalusite + staurolite + biotite + garnet, andalusite + biotite + garnet, and sillimanite + biotite + garnet; from Dickerson and Holdaway (1989)], we estimate metamorphic P of 300–350 MPa using the petrogenetic grid of Pattison and Tracy (1991). The pluton is characterized by a large negative gravity anomaly (Unger et al., 1989). Since there is no geophysical evidence in support of the pluton extending below the wide thermal aureole in the southern part, Stewart (1989) postulated that originally the pluton was more extensive in a WSW–ENE direction above the thermal aureole. If correct, this implies a shallow, inward-dipping pluton floor to the WSW and ENE sides of the exposed central-southern lobe, which extended outward and upward to an unknown level in the crust above the exposed level, which raises the minimum width of this lobe to at least 35 km.

Modelling by Unger et al. (1989) suggests the northern lobe is ~12 km thick, with steep inward-dipping contacts, in comparison with the central-southern lobe, which thins from ~6 to ~3 km across the strike of the central HSZ (Fig. 5). Thus, the Lexington pluton has hybrid geometry. We infer that the northern lobe was formed by crystallization of melt that ponded in the LSZ, whereas the cross-cutting central-southern lobe represents melt possibly emplaced in a (sub-) horizontal fracture. Seismic reflection data show that the floor of the pluton is not sharp against the wall rock; there is a zone of ~2 km thick where energy is weakly reflected, which is inconsistent with expectations for homogeneous granite (Stewart, 1989). One plausible interpretation of this zone is that it comprises sheets of granite interleaved with wall rock, possibly in similar fashion to the southwest part of the Redington pluton.

We postulate that fracture propagation for emplacement of the central-southern lobe of the Lexington pluton was across structure to the SSE along the length of the pluton and in the direction of thinning. We suggest further that fracture propagation from the northern lobe along the LSZ to the WSW may have been inhibited by the older Sugarloaf pluton (K–Ar biotite age of ca 406 Ma, recalculated from Zartman et al., 1970), which has been overprinted by the contact metamorphic aureole of the Lexington pluton. To the northwest is the Flagstaff Lake igneous complex, which is within the older Bronson Hill Belt. We speculate that these rheologically strong isotropic plutonic complexes forced fracture propagation to the SSE across the anisotropy as a result of the presence of the rheologically weaker CMB rocks on that side of the ascent conduit.

Space creation to allow inflation could possibly have occurred by sinking of the pluton floor and/or lifting of the roof. However, the combination of ‘flats’ and ‘ramps’ along the floor (Fig. 5), in which the ‘ramps’ correspond to HSZs, suggests that reverse displacement along the CMB shear zone system was occurring during emplacement. We interpret the level of emplacement, as exposed, to correspond approximately to the contemporary brittle–plastic transition, but speculate that if the southern part was more laterally extensive within 1 km above this level, it may have been emplaced in a more extensive (sub-) horizontal fracture that propagated laterally in an arc from the WSW to the ENE similarly to that postulated below for the Mooselookmeguntic pluton.

The Mooselookmeguntic pluton

The Mooselookmeguntic pluton is the largest of the four plutons (Figs 1 & 5); it is composed of predominantly two-mica granite, which, locally, may contain disoriented blocks of granodiorite/tonalite. On the east side, the contact with CMB metasedimentary rocks is outward-dipping, shallow in the north and moderate in the south; on the south side, the contact dips shallowly to the south; in the northwest, the contact dips to the northwest; and, in the west, the contact dips to the west (Moench and Zartman, 1976). In the western part of the pluton, an irregular contact separates underlying granite from overlying CMB metasedimentary rocks at higher elevations. On the east side, there is a thermal aureole generally of 2–5 km width (Moench and Zartman, 1976). The pressure of metamorphism around the Mooselookmeguntic pluton was ~400 MPa [based on the production of sillimanite rather than andalusite by the reaction muscovite + staurolite + chlorite + quartz → sillimanite + biotite + H₂O (Guidotti, 1974; Guidotti et al., 1991), using the
petrogenetic grid of Pattison and Tracy (1991); and, using the muscovite–almandine–biotite–sillimanite geobarometer (Holdaway and Mukhopadhyay, 1996; Holdaway, pers. comm.). On the southeast side, the two-mica granite is surrounded by a younger granodiorite that is discordant with the central HSZ (Fig. 1); it is interpreted as a thin (sub-) horizontal sheet.

Based on modelling of gravity data (Carnese, 1981), the two-mica granite of the main pluton has a tabular form as much as 4 km thick on the northern and eastern sides, wedging out in country rock to the north, east and south, and thinning to the southwest above a shallow NE-dipping floor. The ‘root zone’ is outlined by the −15 mgal contour of residual gravity (Carnese, 1981) in the northwest of the pluton, and the deeper part of the pluton in the north and east, outlined by the −10 mgal contour of residual gravity (Carnese, 1981), crosses structures to the SSE, in a similar fashion to the Lexington pluton (Fig. 5). We infer that melt intruded into a propagating fracture with melt flow towards the southwest. Although stoping is implied by locally-derived blocks along unit margins, we speculate that most of the space creation to allow inflation occurred by lifting of the roof and/or sinking of the pluton floor, the latter suggested by the slope of the pluton floor down to the north and east. The discordant nature of pluton margins to terrane boundaries and to regional foliation is consistent with this being the youngest pluton in the area; we suggest that the Mooselookmeguntic pluton was emplaced close to, but above, the contemporary brittle–plastic transition.

Summary

The Phillips pluton was formed in an LSZ and the granite simply solidified where it had accumulated as ascent became inhibited. If this pluton does represent an ascent conduit for a more extensive horizontal tabular granite removed by erosion, then we presume that ascent became inhibited at the present level because the rate of pluton inflation had become negligible at a shallower level due to solidification of the melt. The Redington pluton is the oldest of the four granites; it represents melt that ponded in an LSZ, and we speculate that ascent became stalled because the path intersected the solidus. We suggest that the local balance of forces enabled lateral flow to the southwest along the LSZ and the formation of a wedge-like pluton during active plastic deformation and foliation formation in the CMB rocks. The Lexington pluton is interpreted to represent a hybrid emplacement mechanism in which one part has maintained a deep root, while in the other part melt was intruded across-strike in a (sub-) horizontal fracture. Finally, the Mooselookmeguntic pluton is the youngest of the four granites; it appears that melt was emplaced in a (sub-) horizontal fracture that propagated from the north to the south-southeast and to the southwest. Based on emplacement style, it is inferred that the brittle–plastic transition occurred at ~10 km depth contemporaneous with emplacement of the Redington, Lexington and Phillips plutons, but had subsided to ~13 km depth by the time of emplacement at the Mooselookmeguntic pluton.

A model for granite ascent and emplacement during active contractional deformation in convergent, especially transpressive orogens is developed using information from the analysis of granites in west-central Maine. To do this, it is necessary to consider the influence of deformation on melt flow and the driving forces for granite ascent. These issues are addressed in the next two sections.

DEFORMATION AND FLUID FLOW, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CRUSTAL MELTS

Fluid flow in the crust

Modelling of processes in the upper crust has been directed towards understanding the development of fluid overpressure under hydrostatic conditions (Walder and Nur, 1984; Gavrilenko and Geugen, 1993). At greater depth in the crust, however, a large quantity of aqueous fluid is released by devolatilization reactions during prograde metamorphism (Fyfe et al., 1978; Connolly, 1997a; Wong et al., 1997), which generates fluid overpressures in the metamorphic realm. Thus, in the lower crust, the fluid-pressure gradient is likely to be close to lithostatic (Fyfe et al., 1978), although a strictly lithostatic pressure distribution will be the exception rather than the rule (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982), and fluid pressure oscillates about the lithostatic because of compaction processes (Connolly, 1997a). The fluid flows down the hydraulic gradient, generally upwards from depth to the Earth’s surface, driven by buoyancy forces, fluid pressure and tectonic overpressure, at rates controlled by the relationship between porosity and permeability, and the viscosities of the matrix and the fluid. The processes involved are poorly understood (Ferry, 1994a; Rumble, 1994).

Experimentally determined values for the equilibrium fluid–solid dihedral angles in geological systems predict a connected grain-edge porosity for aqueous fluids (see review by Holness, 1997 and references therein). Deformation influences fluid flow because it can enhance or restrict permeability (e.g. by fracturing or opening grain boundaries, or by closing such features during shear-enhanced compaction), and cause changes to the porosity or pore geometry as a result of plastic strain (Etheridge et al., 1984; Knipe and McCaig, 1994), particularly during metamorphic devolatilization or melting, leading to the idea of dynamic permeability (Stephenson et al., 1994; Holness, 1997).
Also, dynamic wetting of grain boundaries may occur during active deformation (e.g. Tullis et al., 1996).

Pervasive migration of aqueous fluid occurs by porous flow, and it is common for flow to occur preferentially along shear zones or in high porosity channels (O'Hara, 1994; Connolly, 1997a; McCaig, 1997). As Connolly (1997a) has pointed out, the rocks that overlie a metamorphic devolatilization front cause the fluid pressure gradient in the reacting crust to diverge from lithostatic, ultimately leading to dilational deformation in which the reacting crust undergoes compaction and a wave of anomalous fluid pressure and porosity is driven upward. This pulsed flow can vary from highly episodic to quasi-steady-state. If the rate of aqueous fluid production exceeds the rate of migration by porous flow, transient hydrofracturing may occur (Nakashima, 1995; Brantley et al., 1997). The increasing level of supported differential stress with decreasing depth in the crust below the brittle–plastic transition enhances the likelihood of hydrofracture.

In principle, migration of granite melt through the anatectic zone in the crust is comparable with metamorphic fluid flow, and the evolution of melt pressure during crustal anaxesis is analogous to the evolution of fluid pressure during prograde regional metamorphism. Above the solidus, quartz-bearing crustal rocks have pore connectivity of the melt phase (Laporte and Watson, 1995; Holness, 1997); in partially-molten rocks connectivity occurs at low melt fraction and the permeability threshold is low (Laporte et al., 1997). Differences between melt flow and metamorphic fluid flow relate to the intrinsic properties of the melt, which is more viscous with a higher density, and to the question of flow outside the anatectic zone.

As shown by McKenzie (1984, 1985) viscous porous media will initially compact over a characteristic length-scale, with a characteristic time-scale for fluid loss from the scale of the compaction length or from the whole compacting region. Theoretical and numerical modelling of melt flow through a deformable matrix show that the porosity structure is inherently unstable and compaction generates pulsed flow in waves as dilatancy is propagated upwards (Scott and Stevenson, 1984; McKenzie, 1985; Barcilon and Richter, 1986; Wiggins and Spiegelman, 1995). Heat advection by melt promotes a feedback relationship, so that prolate ellipsoidal waves or (sub-) vertical melt-filled channels may initiate from instabilities in the porosity structure (Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998); self-propagating melt-filled fractures may nucleate on these features (e.g. Rubin, 1995a), and are a condition for melt egress since porous flow of melt below the solidus is not feasible.

Such modelling yields realistic results for low-viscosity basalt melt flowing through mantle materials. In the crust, however, the viscosity of typical melts makes migration slow at low melt fractions (Brown et al., 1995; Rutter and Neumann, 1995), even if revised estimates of viscosity based on more recent models are used in the calculations (Baker, 1996; Hess and Dingwell, 1996). In the analysis by McKenzie (1984), characteristic compaction lengths in the crust are small (see also Brown et al., 1995; Rutter and Neuman, 1995), although these may be misleading (Connolly and Podladchikov, 1998). For these reasons, tectonic stresses are likely to be more important than buoyancy forces in melt extraction from partially-molten crustal protoliths, and in crustal systems, anisotropic permeability caused by variations in structure and lithology may be more important factors in controlling the flow and geometry of high-porosity domains.

**Crustal-scale shear zone systems and fluid flow**

Considerable evidence exists in nature for the structural control of fluid flow during regional metamorphism (Ferry, 1994b; Oliver, 1996), both by localization of strain during plastic deformation (Eisenlohr et al., 1989; McCaig, 1997; Ord and Oliver, 1997) and by fracture channelization (Oliver et al., 1993). The field observations are supported by modelling of processes in the metamorphic realm, which has been directed towards understanding focussed fluid flow and its consequences in response to regional stress gradients generated during active deformation of anisotropic crust (Ord, 1990; O’Hara, 1994; Connolly, 1997b; Ord and Oliver, 1997; Thompson, 1997; Koons et al., 1998). Similar field evidence supports the view that movement of granite melt through partially-molten crust is structurally-controlled and driven by active deformation (Brown and Rushmer, 1997). Theoretical treatment based on experimental data underpins the necessity of such a relation (Rutter, 1997). If melt-enhanced embrittlement occurs, then melt may move along fracture pathways. Granular flow may be an important mechanism in the movement en masse of melt with residue, and in the segregation of melt from residue caused by differential rates of flow between melt and residue.

All geometric models of focussed fluid flow require extensive lateral migration of fluid (Connolly, 1997b; Cruden, 1998). This requirement is most pronounced for crustally-derived melts given the batholithic volumes of granite involved, which imply large source volumes. Thus, ascent of granite melt requires either substantial focussing by lateral flow into narrow channels over a large area of partially-molten source, or focussing of melt into narrow channels during en masse upward migration of a large volume of partially-molten crust.

Crustal-scale shear zone systems form percolation networks that focus fluid flow (O’Hara, 1994; McCaig, 1997; Ord and Oliver, 1997). Although the fluid-flow properties and the permeability structure of active shear zone systems are not adequately characterized, pervasive fluid flow probably occurs (Hobbs et al., 1990; Ord, 1990; O’Hara, 1994; Tullis et al., 1996;
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McCaig, 1997; Ord and Oliver, 1997). Pervasive flow of crustally-derived melt can occur only above the solids. We interpret the coincidence of foliation-parallel stromatic migmatite with concordant granite sheets (Figs 2 & 3) in high strain zones within the CMB shear zone system to signify viscous flow of melt batches in sheet-like bodies either along foliation planes or at a shallow angle to the anisotropy, possibly in tensile and dilatant shear fractures. Flow is shown by asymmetric microstructures in sheets of schlieric granite (Fig. 4), and is to be expected in circumstances where pressure gradients are generated during active deformation of partially-molten anisotropic crust. It is implicit that the anatectic zone is permeable above the solids, and that overpressuring and channelized flow have occurred. This suggests switches in effective permeability of the flow network may occur if overpressuring results in melt-enhanced embrittlement and fracturing in the source. Based on these observations and inferences, it is proposed that crustal-scale shear zone systems are the focussing mechanism by which melt is segregated and extracted from the source, and transferred to a crustal level where it can be emplaced as plutons in convergent orogens (D’Lemos et al., 1992; Hutton, 1997; Brown and Solar, 1998).

**DRIVING FORCES FOR MELT ASCENT**

The driving force for melt ascent is often assumed to be buoyancy, and this is the driving force in both diapirism and dyking (Petford, 1996; Clemens et al., 1997). For example, the buoyant ascent velocity of a spherical, isothermal diapir through isoviscous country rock can be approximated using Stokes’ law, as follows

\[
V = \frac{2\Delta \rho gr^2}{9\eta_w},
\]

where \( V \) is the terminal velocity, \( \Delta \rho \) is the difference between the wall-rock density and the melt density, \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, \( r \) is the radius of the sphere, and \( \eta_w \) is the kinematic viscosity of the wall rock (Mahon et al., 1988). The critical parameter is the wall-rock viscosity, although diapirism is more efficient when power-law rheology is used in contrast to the Newtonian rheology used in equation (1) (Weinberg and Podladchikov, 1994). As Clemens et al. (1997) and others have pointed out, buoyant ascent of melt in a dyke of width \( w \) is powered by the same difference between the wall-rock density and melt density as in diapirism. Here, however, the factor that limits the vertical ascent velocity (\( V \)) is not wall-rock viscosity but the kinematic viscosity of the melt (\( \eta_m \)), as follows:

\[
V = \frac{g\eta^2\Delta \rho}{12\eta_m}.
\]

To avoid arrest caused by crystallization during ascent through subsolidus crust, dykes need to grow to a critical minimum width within the source so that the flowing melt can advect heat faster than conduction through the dyke walls (Petford et al., 1993; Rubin, 1993b, 1995b; Petford, 1996). As pointed out earlier, however, dyking sensu stricto is an inappropriate ascent mechanism during active contractual deformation. Also, for various reasons widely discussed in the literature (Petford, 1996; Weinberg, 1996; Clemens et al., 1997), diapirc ascent is not thought to be the mechanism by which most granite has migrated through the crust, at least not through the upper crust.

Several authors have investigated the balance of forces that control melt fracture, melt migration and the geometric form of sheet intrusions, assuming elastic deformation of the host (Weertman, 1971; Pollard and Muller, 1976; Spence et al., 1987; Emerman and Marrett, 1990; Lister, 1990; Lister and Kerr, 1991; Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Rubin, 1993c, 1995a). A discussion of the driving and resisting pressures during melt fracture of an elastically-deforming host, and the dominant physical balances between these pressures has been presented by Lister and Kerr (1991; see also Rubin 1995a), and particular examples are discussed by Reches and Fink (1988), Baer and Reches (1991) and Hogan and Gilbert (1995). Sleep (1988) has considered the tapping of melt by veins and dykes during viscous deformation and Rubin (1993a) has considered the issue of dykes vs diapirs in viscoelastic rock. In addition, at the crustal scale, Robin and Cruden (1994) have proposed that extrusion resulting from ductile transpression may help to drive upward migration of granite, and at the scale of the partially-molten source, Rutter (1997) has analyzed the driving forces for melt extraction during granular flow. Tectonic stresses and deformation of the crust are important controls, and we suggest that the balance of forces that drives melt migration may vary according to tectonic setting. These forces include: (1) buoyancy forces; (2) melt pressure; (3) extrusion pressure; (4) stresses related to the propagation of fractures; and (5) viscous pressure drop as a result of flow of magma in a fracture.

*Driving forces for migration of granite during contractual deformation*

For melt to segregate, a pressure gradient is necessary to drive melt flow in relation to the solid matrix (Sleep, 1988; Sawyer, 1994). This pressure gradient may originate in several ways, but ultimately it derives from some combination of buoyancy forces and tectonic stresses.
Buoyancy forces. The buoyancy forces acting on a body of melt are caused by a local difference between the gravitational forces acting on the melt and on the surrounding rocks (Lister and Kerr, 1991). This difference in gravitational force is equivalent to a hydrostatic pressure gradient on the melt given by:

$$\frac{dP}{dz} = (\rho_r - \rho_m) g$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\rho_r$ and $\rho_m$ are the densities of rock and melt. If the density difference has a typical magnitude of $\Delta \rho$ during ascent, the total hydrostatic pressure is given by

$$\Delta P \approx \Delta \rho gh,$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $h$ is the height of the rise. Although the resultant forces vary with depth and composition, for a typical $\Delta \rho$ of 300 kg m$^{-3}$ [likely range of $\Delta \rho = 500$–100 kg m$^{-3}$ (Petford, 1996)] the pressure due to buoyancy generates a hydrostatic head up to $\sim$100 MPa (Lister and Kerr, 1991), with a pressure gradient of up to $\sim 3.3 \times 10^{-3}$ MPa m$^{-1}$ over a rise of $\sim$30 km. For propagation of a dyke from a partially-molten source there must be excess pressure in the source (Lister and Kerr, 1991; Rubin, 1995a). The hydrostatic pressure appropriate to depth of formation can only be used if a batch of melt is connected both to the overpressured source and to a lower pressure sink higher in the crust. The rise of isolated volumes of melt has been analyzed by Secor and Pollard (1975). An isolated volume of melt of sufficiently large height may propagate upward, with an ascent velocity that increases as the size of the body increases (Rubin, 1995a). For a single fracture $\sim$1 km in length in a $\sim$20-km deep fracture system, Clemens and Mawer (1992) calculate that only $\sim$5 km could be open by several meters because of infilling melt at any one time. This suggests that the flow of melt inflating a growing pluton is pulsed, consistent with the implications of a sheeted internal structure and the geochemistry of many granite plutons [the Phillips pluton, west-central Maine (Pressley and Brown, in press); cf. Barbero et al. (1995) and Kroglstad and Walker (1996)]. It does mean, however, that the efficacy of hydrostatic pressure as a driving force for ascent is limited.

Melt pressure. There is no evidence that melt reaches vapor saturation at source depths in the crust, so that an internal increase in melt pressure caused by the large volume increase associated with bubble nucleation is not to be expected [except at the top of an extending melt-filled crack (Lister and Kerr, 1991)]. Ascending hydrous melt expands in response to decompression, however, producing a dilatation pressure that increases with decreasing depth in the crust during ascent (Clemens and Mawer, 1992). The volume change of metamorphic reactions, $\Delta V_r$, including melt-producing reactions, has been ascribed considerable importance for rock mechanics (Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Brown, 1994b). It has been argued that, because intermediate-to-low $a$H$_2$O melt-producing dehydration reactions involve positive $\Delta V_r$, crustal anatexis under granulite facies conditions might be expected to generate internal melt pressure. Recently, it has been shown that in cases both of positive and negative $\Delta V_r$, fluid pressure oscillates about the lithostat because of compactive processes (Connolly, 1997a). The primary factors generating fluid pressure are the connected porosity generated by the reduction in solid volume, the divergence of melt and rock pressure gradients within this porosity, en masse flow, and compaction (Slee, 1988; Connolly, 1997a; Rutter, 1997).

Crustal anatexis and granite plutonism in orogenic belts are generally syntectonic processes (Blumenfeld and Bouchez, 1988; Karlstrom, 1989; Brown, 1994a; Benn et al., 1997; Hutton, 1997). Deformation of the anatectic zone, therefore, involves the compressibility behaviors of both the solid matrix and the melt-filled pores, and dilational deformation can be induced by changes in the internal melt pressure and the external applied stress. Changes in pore volume and porosity are important for melt flow, but changes in pore geometry in response to changes in the externally applied stress are not instantaneous, whereas pressurization of the melt is essentially immediate. This leads to the idea of effective stress (Terzaghi, 1925; Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Hutton, 1997; Rutter, 1997), in which the effective normal stresses are reduced by an amount equal to the pore-melt pressure, and it provides the rationale behind the mechanism of melt (hydraulic) fracture (Secor, 1969; see also Phillips, 1972; Fyfe et al., 1978), and the accommodation of granular flow by melt-assisted diffusion creep (Rutter, 1997). Thus, melt pressure may lead to melt-enhanced embrittlement and failure by fracturing (Davidson et al., 1994). Whether or not embrittlement occurs to enhance melt flow is uncertain. The small overpressures required to permit deformation-propagated fluid flow by creep [$< 50$ MPa for metamorphic fluid flow (Connolly, 1997a), $\sim$1 MPa for melt flow (Rutter, 1997)] suggest that embrittlement may not always happen.

Based on microstructural observations from dynamic melting experiments on granite (Rutter and Neumann, 1995; Rutter, 1997) and amphibolite (Rushmer, 1995, 1996; Brown and Rushmer, 1997), flow, en masse, of partially-molten rock involves cataclastic deformation of grains, granular flow between grains, and viscous flow of the melt. In these experiments, there was no evidence of deformation of grains by intracrystalline plasticity, and, in nature, flow en masse is expected to be accommodated by melt-enhanced diffusion creep (Dell’Angelo and Tullis, 1988). Migration en masse of melt plus residue (the ‘magma mobility’ of Sawyer, 1994), therefore, is likely to occur by granular flow accommodated by melt-enhanced diffusion creep, at a rate determined by the
rate of this accommodation. Calculations by Rutter
(1997), using a modification of the model proposed by
Paterson (1995), give strain rates \( \sim 10^{-14} \text{ s}^{-1} \) at 850°C
for a grain size of 1 mm in a protolith with 0.3 wt% water, and yield a flow stress \( \sim 1 \text{ MPa} \). Additionally, Rutter (1997) estimates deformation-induced pressure
gradients of \( \sim 1 \text{ MPa m}^{-1} \) for distances \( \sim 1 \text{ m} \).

**Extrusion pressure.** Within a crustal-scale oblique-
reverse shear zone system, such as the CMB shear
zone system in west-central Maine, the orientation of
the fabric anisotropy is inferred shallow in the contem-
poraneous lower–middle crust but steep in the contem-
poraneous upper–middle crust, which is now exposed
at the Earth’s surface (Brown and Solar, 1998). The
geometry of such a system results in confined flow
with extrusion of material upward through the system.
Confined flow generates a gradient in the normal stress
parallel to the zone that implies a pressure gradient
decreasing in the direction of flow (Mancktelow,
1995a). This may be a significant driving force for
extrusion of material in a reverse crustal-scale shear
zone system (Mancktelow, 1995b). In addition, the
steep part of the CMB shear zone system is analogous
to models of vertical zones of symmetrical ductile
transpression (Robin and Cruden, 1994; Tikoff and
Teyssier, 1994; Thompson et al., 1997).

Ductile transpression implies extrusion of material
up through the orogen, because the horizontal conver-
genent pressure is partly transferred to a vertical extru-
sion force. The rate of exhumation is related to the
rate of convergence and the inclination of the conver-
gence vector (Robin and Cruden, 1994; Thompson
et al., 1997). The pressure above lithostatic that develops
at the bottom center of a ductile transpression zone
can be estimated using the following expression
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\[
\Delta P \approx 1.5 \eta_c \phi Z_o^2.
\]

where \( \Delta P \) is the pressure above lithostatic, \( \eta_c \) is
the kinematic viscosity of the crust, \( \phi \) is the rate of short-
ening normal to the zone, and \( Z_o \) is the normalized
height of the free erosion surface \( z/h \), where
\( z = \text{depth} \) and \( h = \text{half width of the zone, respect-
ively} \). For ductile transpression zones of 5–50 km
width and vertical extent of 25 km, if \( \eta_c \sim 10^{20} \text{ Pas} \),
and \( \phi \sim 10^{-14} \text{ s}^{-1} \), then \( \Delta P \) is \( \sim 150–1.5 \text{ MPa} \). This over-
pressure decreases with height in the ductile transpres-
sion zone. Generally, the development of a regional-
scale ductile transpression zone is favored by high \( T \),
high pore fluid pressure and low viscosity (Robin and
Cruden, 1994). As the crust begins to melt, \( \phi \) will
increase and \( \eta_c \) will decrease, and the anatectic zone
will concentrate transpressive deformation.

Within the CMB shear zone system, strain was par-
titioned and localized into zones of higher and lower
strain, which implies differences between these zones in
viscosity and strain rate during deformation. These
differences likely result in differences in extrusion
pressure between zones of higher and lower strain ac-
commodation, although with progressive melting and
episodic melt loss the differences are difficult to esti-
mate. Although the HSZs will be rheologically weaker
below the solidus, above the solidus, the LSZs are
characterized by inhomogeneous migmatites that are
likely to have contained a higher melt fraction during
the deformation than the stromatic migmatites. Thus,
above the solidus, the LSZs become the rheologically
weaker units. In these circumstances, material in the
LSZ is driven upward through the shear zone system
at a faster rate than the rheologically stronger material
in the surrounding HSZs (Mancktelow, 1995b).
Extrusion of partially-molten crust with moderate melt
fraction will result in differential rates of flow for solid
matrix and melt, enabling melt segregation (e.g.
Sawyer, 1994).

**Fracture extension and viscous pressure drop.** For a
discussion of stresses related to the dilation of melt
fractures in a viscous matrix, the interested reader is
and Mawer (1992) and Rubin (1995a) consider the
propagation of existing melt-filled fractures. The in-
ternal pressure required for the propagation of a melt-
filled fracture is given by Lister and Kerr (1991) as:

\[
\Delta P_f \sim \frac{K_c l}{l^{\frac{1}{2}}},
\]

where \( K_c \) is the critical stress intensity factor, or frac-
ture toughness, and \( l \) is the shorter of the two dimen-
sions in the fracture plane.

The flow of melt in a sheet is driven by a spatial
gradient \( \Delta P_f \) in the fluid pressure \( P_f \). According to
Lister and Kerr (1991), the pressure drop \( \Delta P_f \) in la-
mianar flow along the length of a fracture may be esti-
mated as:

\[
\Delta P_f \sim \frac{\eta_m l^2}{w^2 t},
\]

where \( \eta_m \) is the kinematic viscosity of the melt, \( w \) is
fracture width and \( t \) is the time since fracture ini-
tiation. If melt is in turbulent flow, this will be an
underestimate of the viscous pressure drop (Lister and

**Conclusion**

Buoyancy forces and tectonic stresses generate pressure
gradients to drive melt flow relative to the solid
matrix, which enables melt extraction during contrac-
tional deformation in convergent, especially transpres-
sive orogens. Anisotropy of permeability depends on
strain history, however, and other parameters, so that
The flow paths are likely to be controlled by strain-induced anisotropies, such as foliation planes and mineral elongation lineations, and other factors such as crystallography, grain size and shape. Thus, percolative flow of melt is likely to be most effective during active deformation in shear zone systems, because the porosity is transient and the permeability is dynamic. Build-up of melt pressure, which depends on the relative rates of melt production and melt flow, may allow viscous flow to be channeled in sheet-like bodies. These sheet-like bodies may occupy fractures if build-up of melt pressure leads to melt-enhanced embrittlement; this would enable instantaneously pulsed egress of melt along the fractures. Volumetrically significant melt escape may occur more commonly late in the orogenic cycle, contemporaneous with peak metamorphism, either because porous flow becomes increasingly slow during waning deformation or because melt fraction increases faster than porous flow can drain the fluid from the system.

In the listric root of a reverse crustal-scale shear zone system, the orientation of strain-induced anisotropies are less favorable for effective upward migration of melt. In this circumstance, local differences in rheology within the rock mass and the requirements of strain compatibility mean that sites of lower pressure will be formed during deformation in response to applied differential stress. These sites may enable melt to flow across the anisotropy and migrate upward more effectively.

Ascent of melt by viscous flow as sheet-like bodies or in fractures is governed by the balance among buoyancy forces, hydrostatic pressure, melt pressure, melt rheology and viscous pressure drop. Other controls on the ascent of granite as sheets, however, will be similar to those that control ascent in dykes. Thus, continued ascent of granite sheets at temperatures and depths below the solids will require a minimum sheet thickness (Petford et al., 1993; Petford, 1996; Rubin, 1993b, 1995b). The shape and width of the sheet, and flow-rates will depend on the viscosity and the balance between the various driving and resistive pressures, including the regional stress regime (Pollard and Muller, 1976; Lister and Kerr, 1991). Viscous flow in the sheet is likely to be laminar (Petford, 1996).

**CRUSTAL RHEOLOGY AND MELT-ENHANCED EMBRITTLEMENT**

**Crustal rheology**

With decreasing depth in the crust, the differential stress required for flow at a given strain rate increases dramatically towards the brittle–plastic transition. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6, in which differential stress is plotted against depth. Yield envelopes for continental crustal rocks in compression vary as a function of composition, thermal structure, strain-rate and pore-fluid pressure. The yield envelope in Fig. 6 mimics those derived from experimental data on the rheology of wet quartzite, which has commonly been used as an analog for crustal rheology (Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980). Quartz rheology may be inappropriate during crustal anatexis that leaves mica-rich, mica + plagioclase-rich and plagioclase-rich residues, however, and we acknowledge that the rheology of other materials may be more suitable (e.g. mica schist, Shea and Kronenberg, 1992). In addition, a more complex model of crustal rheology, such as that proposed by Ord and Hobbs (1989), may ultimately be more appropriate.
In the model shown in Fig. 6, brittle–frictional processes are assumed in the upper crust and the differential stress–depth relation is linear, whereas thermally-activated crystal–plastic processes are generally assumed below the brittle–plastic transition, which give a power law rheology for the lower crust (e.g. Kirby, 1983). Temperature and pore-fluid pressure are the dominant factors that determine the rheological response of crustal rocks in compression, whereas order of magnitude changes in strain rate or difference in models of quartz rheology are secondary (Connolly, 1997a). Thus, for a particular thermal structure and fixed strain rate, the depth of the brittle–plastic transition is dependent only on the pore-fluid pressure ($P_f$) (Sibson, 1990).

Assuming fluid-saturation, the fluid pressure counteracts normal stresses ($\sigma_n$) according to the principle of effective stress, so that the effective normal stresses ($\sigma_{n,e}$) are given by:

$$\sigma_{n,e} = \sigma_n - P_f.$$  \hfill (8)

At a depth, $z$, in the crust, fluid pressure is conveniently defined by the pore-fluid factor ($\lambda_v$),

$$\lambda_v = P_f/\sigma_v = P_f/(\rho_s g z),$$  \hfill (9)

where $\sigma_v$ is the vertical stress, $\rho_s$ is average density of the rock column at depth $z$, and $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity. Then, the effective overburden pressure ($\sigma_{v,e}$) may be written,

$$\sigma_{v,e} = \sigma_v - P_f = \rho_s g z (1 - \lambda_v),$$  \hfill (10)

so that the effective confining pressure on rock strength and ductility may be counteracted by increases in fluid pressure (Sibson, 1990). Thus, raising the pore-fluid pressure enables brittle behavior at lower differential stresses at any particular depth (compare the brittle strength for $\lambda_2$ with that for $\lambda_1$ in Fig. 6a). Above the solids, the pore fluid is melt with a density in the range 2250–2450 kg m$^{-3}$ (Clemens et al., 1997), so that $\lambda_v$ will be close to 1 in any case.

Assuming a hydrostatic pore-fluid pressure in the upper crust, then the brittle–plastic transition will occur at ~15 km depth for a geothermal gradient of ~25°C km$^{-1}$, and at shallower depths if the geothermal gradient is higher. Sibson (1974) has argued that the brittle–plastic transition is raised to shallower depths in the crust during compression, because of ‘tectonic overpressure’, and Koons and Craw (1991) have argued that concentration of rapid uplift in the inboard region of a convergent orogen produces a pronounced thermal anomaly that raises the brittle–plastic transition to within a few km of the surface. The crust between the anatectic zone and the brittle–plastic transition has a fluid-pressure gradient that oscillates close to lithostatic; thus, it will be weak, particularly during prograde metamorphism (Cox and Etheridge, 1989). According to Cox and Etheridge (1989), substantial regions in the crust may have flow behavior characterized by low strength and low stress and temperature sensitivities during deformation under prograde metamorphic conditions (shown schematically by the dashed curve in Fig. 6a); this may be a significant factor in enabling plastic deformation of the upper crust. These authors argue for a rheologically weak crust controlled by diffusive mass transfer processes beneath a shallow brittle–plastic transition zone and above the zone of deformation by intracrystalline plasticity. Significantly, partially-molten crust deforming by granular flow accommodated by melt-enhanced diffusion creep likely exhibits Newtonian viscosity, which would have significant implications for rheology of the lower crust and the tectonic behavior of convergent orogens (Wang et al., 1994).

**Melt-enhanced embrittlement**

It has been argued that the presence of melt in the crust during deformation can lead to melt-enhanced embrittlement (Davidson et al., 1994), and Roering et al. (1995) have argued for the presence of a low viscosity and low $\alpha$ (H$_2$O) fluid to explain deep crustal embrittlement during granulite facies metamorphism. A conceptual model for melt-enhanced embrittlement has been developed by Davidson et al. (1994). In this model, conditions for failure are given by the combined Griffith [$\tau + 4T_{\text{an}} - 4T^2 = 0$, see Price and Cosgrove (1990, pp. 28–29)] and Navier–Coulomb [$\tau = 2T + \tan \phi \sigma_n$, see Price and Cosgrove (1990, pp. 28–29)] failure envelope on a Mohr diagram for stress (Fig. 7a).

In isotropic materials (Fig. 7a), tensile fractures form when $\sigma_3$ touches the failure envelope at A (at values of differential stress of $\sigma_1 - \sigma_3 < 4T$), dilatant shear fractures form in region B (at values of differential stress of $4T < \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 < 5.66T$), and compressional shear fractures form in region C (at values of differential stress of $\sigma_1 - \sigma_3 > 5.66T$) (Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Davidson et al., 1994). During progressive melting of the crust, melt pressure increases and the effective normal stresses are reduced by an amount equal to the melt pressure until the Mohr circle touches the failure envelope. Under this condition, the partially-molten rock may fracture. If the Mohr circle touches the failure envelope in region B rather than at point A, then two potential orientations of dilatant shear fractures may form which have an acute angle of 20° between them (Fig. 7a). The angle 20° decreases with decreasing magnitude of the differential stress from a maximum of 45° when $(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3) = 5.66T$ to 0° when $(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3) = 4T$ (Price and Cosgrove, 1990). The orientation and spatial organization of melt fractures in the anatectic zone will be determined by the orientation of the principal stresses, the magnitude of the differential stress and the intrinsic properties of the partially-molten crustal materials. As a result, the expression of
Melt fracturing may vary from conjugate shear fractures (e.g. Davidson et al., 1994) to parallel tensile fractures (e.g. Lucas and St. Onge, 1995) to randomly-oriented tensile fractures and granular flow (e.g. Sawyer, 1998). Assuming other parameters are constant, the type of melt fracturing depends on decreasing flow stress with increasing melt fraction.

The rheological behavior of crustal materials is controlled by the intrinsic properties of the rock-forming minerals and the bulk properties of the rock mass, par-

Fig. 7. (a) Mohr diagram for conditions of applied differential stress that will give rise to tensile failure at A, dilatant shear fractures in region B or compressional shear fractures in region C; three representative stress conditions are shown by the partial circles A’ (maximum applied differential stress for tensile failure), B’ (one example of the applied differential stress required for dilatant shear fracture) and C’ (minimum applied differential stress for compressional shear fracture). The sense of displacement exhibited by fracture planes and their orientation with respect to the axes of greatest and least principal stress are also shown. (b) Fracture orientations relative to rock fabric and principal compressional stresses in a strongly foliated rock with anisotropic tensile strength at three different levels within a crustal-scale shear zone system (see text for discussion). The trend of the fractures (lenses) relative to foliation and the principal compressional stresses is shown schematically in (c). In (c), inside the crustal-scale shear zone system, high strain zones are indicated by inclined dashes and low strain zones are unornamented. In (b), stress conditions for melt ascent are summarized in the bottom and middle diagrams (ASCENT 1 and ASCENT 2), and stress conditions for melt emplacement close to the brittle–plastic transition are summarized in the upper diagram (EMPLACEMENT) (see text for discussion).
particularly its mechanical anisotropy. The mechanical anisotropy is determined by compositional layering, the interlayer properties such as the potential for interlayer slip and the alignment of minerals. The particular case considered herein deals with strongly-foliated rocks that were partially molten. One product is a stromatic migmatite in which the leucosome stromae are foliation-parallel. Consequently, at ambient $P$ and $T$ the partially-molten rock was highly anisotropic with a lower tensile strength normal to the anisotropy (Fyfe et al., 1978). As a result, there will be two end-member failure envelopes on a Mohr diagram for stress to represent the rheological behavior of a partially-molten rock, one that represents the stress conditions for failure along (parallel to) the layering/foliation, and another that represents the stress conditions for failure across (perpendicular to) the layering/foliation (Fig. 7b). Therefore, the orientation of fractures that may be generated in anisotropic materials, such as the crust when it is partially molten, is controlled by the difference in tensile strength along and normal to the anisotropy, the orientation of the layering/foliation with respect to the principal stresses, the magnitude of the applied stress, the magnitude of the differential stress, and the fluid pressure. These variations are illustrated schematically in Fig. 7 (b & c). The low strength expected for partially-molten crust is difficult to estimate, but the tensile strength normal to the anisotropy for failure parallel to layering in partially-molten rock is likely to be low, perhaps $\leq 1$ MPa (Davidson et al., 1994). For rocks that are this weak, the differential stress cannot be large, and the vertical stress will be close to the horizontal stresses.

In partially-molten rocks that are deforming plastically, melt enhanced embrittlement may occur if melt pressure increases sufficiently to depress the brittle strength curve to the point that the differential stress is equal to the effective brittle strength of the partially-molten rock (Fig. 6b, $\lambda_3$ point A). In this condition, the partially-molten rocks may deform by plastic flow or may fracture as a result of melt-enhanced embrittlement. Thus, instantaneous changes in permeability may occur with increasing melt pressure if the mechanism of flow switches from porous flow to channelized flow. This leads to oscillatory behavior controlled by cyclic variations in $\lambda_s$, as melt pressure is moderated by pulsed egress of melt in sheet-like bodies, possibly channelized along fractures. It is suggested here that the stromatic migmatites in the HSZs of the CMB shear zone system are an example of such behavior. If similar partially-molten rocks are deforming plastically under some lower differential stress, then higher melt pressures are needed for embrittlement to occur (Fig. 6b, $\lambda_4$ point B). It is suggested here that an example of this behavior is provided by the inhomogeneous migmatites within the LSZs of the CMB shear zone system.

A MODEL FOR THE ASCENT AND EMIPLACEMENT OF GRANITE DURING CONTRACTIONAL DEFORMATION, BASED ON THE WEST-CENTRAL MAINE CASE STUDY

Melt extraction and ascent

A plethora of studies shows that the first-order pattern of stresses in the lithosphere is largely the result of compressional forces applied at plate boundaries (Zoback, 1992, and references therein), and in active convergent orogens the maximum horizontal principal stress is at a high angle to the orogen; active extension is generally associated with high elevation as the vertical principal stress becomes $\sigma_1$ (Mercier et al., 1992). In ancient convergent orogens, structures indicate general shortening across the orogen, which suggests that a common system of stresses may be one in which $\sigma_3$ is (sub-) vertical and $\sigma_1$ is (sub-) horizontal and at a high angle to the strike of the orogen. Koons and Craw (1991; see also Koons, 1994) have argued that the inclination of $\sigma_1$ changes polarity from the outboard to the inboard side of convergent orogens, reflecting the change in dip of the topographic surface across the orogen (Koons, 1990; see also Koons, 1994). In obliquely convergent (transpressive) orogens, however, although $\sigma_1$ will be (sub-) horizontal, $\sigma_3$ need not necessarily be (sub-) vertical. Orogen-parallel extension (Brown and Talbot, 1989) suggests that another common system of stresses may be one in which $\sigma_2$ is (sub-) vertical. Whatever the orientation of the far-field principal stresses, local refraction of the stresses into orientations near parallel and perpendicular to the mechanical anisotropy may occur as a result of the presence of rheologically stronger layers. For the particular case considered herein, compositional layering and mineral fabrics are steep at outcrop and inferred to be shallow at deeper levels of the shear zone system, so that stress refraction will mean that the local principal stresses are likely to have been (sub-) vertical and (sub-) horizontal, except in the zone of curvature.

Foliated metamorphic rocks and stromatic migmatites are anisotropic with respect to strength, so that the orientation of the fabric will be important (Fyfe et al., 1978; Wickham, 1987; Shea and Kronenberg, 1993; Davidson et al., 1994; Lucas and St. Onge, 1995). For a system of stresses in the lower crust in which $\sigma_1 > \sigma_2 > \sigma_3$, with $\sigma_2$ or $\sigma_3$ (sub-) vertical, for fracture to occur along shallow fabrics (Fig. 7b, ascent 1) the fluid pressure must reduce the effective stress until the resolved normal stress across the fabric, approximated by the vertical principal stress ($\sigma_v$), is equal to the tensile strength normal to the anisotropy [$T_{par}$, where this is the tensile strength for failure along (parallel to) the fabric]. i.e. $P_l = \sigma_v + T_{par}$. Conversely, for fracture to occur along steep fabrics (Fig. 7b, ascent 2) the fluid pressure generated must reduce the effective stress until...
the resolved normal stress across the fabric, approximated by the maximum principal stress ($\sigma_i$), is equal to the tensile strength normal to the anisotropy ($T_{\text{par}}$), i.e. $P_t = \sigma_1 + T_{\text{par}}$. In both circumstances, the magnitude of the differential stress must be less than the difference in tensile strength along and normal to the anisotropy, otherwise fracture across (perpendicular to) the anisotropy will occur. If the condition occurs where the magnitude of the differential stress is equal to the difference in tensile strength, then there is an equal likelihood that both sets of fractures will form.

If the magnitude of the differential stress is less than the difference in tensile strength, as the volume of melt increases during crustal anatexis, failure will occur close to or along the anisotropy in the partially-molten rock (Fig. 7c), assuming that the local principal stresses are approximately perpendicular to, and within the plane of the anisotropy. With increasing melt fraction, the flow stress that can be supported decreases, which increases the likelihood that tensile fractures will show no preferred orientation (Cosgrove, 1995). Depending upon the magnitude of the differential stress, failure may occur by tensile fracture [shallow fabrics: ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_2$) < 4$T_{\text{par}}$ and $P_t = (\sigma_\text{v} + T_{\text{par}})$; steep fabrics: ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_3$) < 4$T_{\text{par}}$ and $P_t = (\sigma_1 + T_{\text{par}})$] or dilatant shear fracture [shallow fabrics: ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_2$) > 4$T_{\text{par}}$, but < 5.66$T_{\text{par}}$, and $P_t = \sigma_\text{v} + (4T_{\text{par}}^2 - \tau^2)/4T$; steep fabrics: 4$T_{\text{par}}$ < ($\sigma_1 - \sigma_3$) < 5.66$T_{\text{par}}$, $P_t = \sigma_\text{v} + (4T_{\text{par}}^2 - \tau^2)/4T$], where $\sigma_2$ may be $\sigma_2$ or $\sigma_3$ (Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Davidson et al., 1994).

In the lower crust, for circumstances in which the mechanical anisotropy is (sub-) horizontal, recalling the earlier discussion, if the magnitude of the differential stress is greater than the difference between the tensile strength along and normal to the anisotropy, then melt-enhanced embrittlement will lead to the formation of vertical tensile fractures. Alternatively, if the magnitude of the differential stress is less than the difference between the tensile strength along and normal to the anisotropy, then melt-enhanced embrittlement will lead to the formation of horizontal tensile fractures and/or weakly discordant dilatant shear fractures. Thus, depending on the magnitude of the differential stress, melt egress may occur by viscous flow in sheet-like bodies along or along weakly discordant dilational shear fractures, or in strongly discordant tensile fractures.

In partially-molten rock where rates of channelized flow greatly exceed rates of porous flow through the matrix, the matrix provides the storage porosity for pulsed flow in channels. The large fluid-pressure gradient between a fracture and the surrounding partially-molten rock promotes porous flow of melt into the fracture (Sleep, 1988). Porous flow [$v = -(k/\mu_m)dP/\text{d}X$, where $v$ is the average velocity of melt, $k$ is the permeability, $\mu_m$ is the viscosity of the melt and $dP/\text{d}X$ is the pressure gradient] is driven by the effective pressure gradient, which depends on pressure drop and fracture spacing. The velocity of flow will depend on processes that control the permeability of the matrix and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Pressure gradients generated by fracturing will be short-lived, and the efficiency of melt flow into the fractures will depend on the magnitude of the stress drop (Wickham, 1987).

Zones of higher melt fraction are likely to have lower viscosity than zones of lower melt fraction; this means that zones of higher melt fraction exert a lower melt pressure, which may produce an instability in which melt is sucked into these zones (Stevenson, 1989). Rubin (1995a) has argued that such a process may be necessary to form channels in a partially-molten rock. These zones possess an internal melt pressure that is greater than the least principal compressive stress but less than the regional melt-pore pressure, so the zones may dilate by infiltrating melt. In an anisotropic material, in circumstances where $\sigma_1$ is parallel to the fabric anisotropy, the zones will dilate and extend in length. This is the situation in the listric root of the CMB shear zone system. As the zones dilate, melt pressure may cause embrittlement to enable fracture. An example may be the sheets of immigrant granite arrested during migration through the steeply-dipping stromatic migmatites (Figs 2 & 3). Melt extraction is a cyclic process, as shown by internal structure in the granites that suggests that sheet-like melt flow was pulsed, with multiple melt batches using the same pathways.

At temperatures below the solidus, strain is partitioned and localized into the rheologically weaker units that become the zones of higher strain. Above the solidus, however, the rheological properties are reversed, and the inhomogeneous migmatite of the LSZs becomes the rheologically weaker zone into which melt may flow. Strain continues to be localized into the HSZs, and the inhomogeneous migmatite of the LSZs is extruded through the system. As inhomogeneous migmatite is extruded through a crustal-scale shear zone system, granite melt segregates from residual matrix by granular-flow-induced compaction. Matrix compaction induces the elevation of melt pressure that is necessary to drive melt exfiltration from the system. In the model for granular flow accommodated by melt-enhanced diffusion creep (Rutter, 1997), deformation is expected to be compactive and stable, unless deformation of a weak matrix with a tendency for melt pressure to rise reduces the effective pressure such that granular flow becomes dilatant. Under this condition, localization of deformation into dilatant shear fractures or tensile fractures is likely to occur, and may be a necessary condition to expel melt from the system (Rutter, 1997; Brown and Solar, 1998). Exfiltration of melt lowers melt-pore pressure, so that granular flow again occurs in the shear-enhanced compaction regime. Thus, rapid switches in effective permeability of the flow network may occur and
exfiltration of melt from an extruding mass of inhomogeneous migmatite ascending by granular flow will be cyclic.

**Conclusion**

The overall model of melt extraction and ascent in a crustal-scale shear zone system involves creation of connected melt-filled porosity over a critical dip-length of the shear zone system. Percolative melt flow will occur along the fabric anisotropy, by taking advantage of the dynamic permeability produced during active deformation. In the listric root of reverse shear zone systems, however, melt may migrate upward by moving across the compositional layering and mineral fabrics using dilatant sites set up during heterogeneous deformation. Also, at low melt fraction the magnitude of the differential stress may exceed the difference between the tensile strength along and normal to the anisotropy, and vertical tensile fractures may contribute to melt migration across the compositional layering and mineral fabrics. During early evolution of the system, we expect that melt will be drained from deeper levels of the shear zone system. Build-up of melt pressure may enable migration by viscous flow as sheet-like bodies or in tensile and/or dilatant shear fractures; migration along the shear zone system is essentially controlled by the compositional layering and mineral fabrics. As the orogenic system evolves, deformation, metamorphism and anatexis progressively migrate to shallower levels and melt will be drained from shallower parts of the system. In west-central Maine, in both stromatic migmatites of the HSZs and inhomogeneous migmatites of the LSZs, melt extraction is cyclic, with porous flow followed by channelized melt egress. During this progressive evolution, an increasing volume of residual rocks is left behind.

**Melt emplacement**

In the case study area of west-central Maine, channelized flow of melt is inferred to be pulsed, based on the layered nature of the metre-scale granite sheets in the HSZs and the sheeted internal structure of the Phillips pluton. This raises the question of why and at what crustal level the first pulse of melt was arrested during ascent, and what was the critical rate of arrival of individual pulses to prevent freezing and allow lateral intrusion and pluton inflation. According to Clemens and Mawer (1992, p. 350), to construct a batholith of volume 2000 km$^3$ would require $\approx$ 40 pulses of melt per year during an inflation period of ca 800 y, assuming a dyke of melt $\sim$ 5 km in depth and $\sim$ 12 m in average width ascending along a fracture $\sim$ 1 km long in plan view. This volume is comparable to each of the Lexington and Mooselookmeguntic plutons. Depending upon the temperature at the level of emplacement and the melt temperature, plutons of this size likely take periods of one to two orders of magnitude longer than the inflation period to cool to the ambient temperature.

Within the CMB shear zone system, major structures and the fabric anisotropy are moderate-to-steeply dipping so that neither pre-existing (sub-) horizontal structures nor changes in lithology provide traps for melt accumulation and emplacement (Gretenner, 1969; Clemens and Mawer, 1992; Hogan and Gilbert, 1995). Although the major plutons in this area appear to have been emplaced around the level of the contemporaneous brittle-plastic transition, we do not envisage that this property of the crust will inhibit continued ascent of melt. The increasing level of supported differential stress with decreasing depth in the crust, however, favors a changeover to (sub-) horizontal fracture propagation (Fig. 7). Thus, if melt ascent becomes stalled, the melt may intrude laterally and inflate to form a horizontal tabular pluton.

We propose that melt ascent is stopped because the flow path intersects the solidus for the particular melt composition. This can be understood by reference to Fig. 8, which is a $P$–$T$ diagram showing the water-saturated and dry solidi for muscovite granite, and the muscovite-dehydration and biotite-dehydration melting equilibria for quartzo-feldspathic assemblages (from Thompson, 1996). In their study of the Phillips pluton, Pressley and Brown (in press) concluded that the dominant leucogranite was derived by eutectic inter-

---

**Fig. 8.** $P$–$T$ diagram showing the water-saturated (wet) and muscovite-dehydration melting (dry) solidi for a muscovite granite, with muscovite-dehydration and biotite-dehydration melting equilibria for quartzo-feldspathic assemblages relative to melting in the haplogranite system at decreasing $X_m$ (after Thompson, 1996 and references therein). The arrow labeled P is a representative ascent path for leucogranite melt of the Phillips pluton. Symbols for rock-forming minerals after Kretz (1983).
mediate \( a(\text{H}_2\text{O}) \) muscovite-dehydration melting of a pelite source similar to those exposed in the Central Maine Belt. Given the geometry of the CMB shear zone system, we expect that these melts were derived from depths of around 25 km, or 700–800 MPa at 700–720°C (Fig. 8). The decompression path for melt in \( P-T \) space will depend on the rate of ascent, and this path will determine whether entrained residue is resorbed or phenocrysts are crystallized during ascent (Holtz and Johannes, 1994; Clemens et al., 1997). For this discussion, an ascent path of constant \( \chi^w_w \) is assumed, so that minerals are neither resorbed nor crystallized (Fig. 8, arrow labeled \( P \)). This means that the ascent path will intersect the water-saturated solidus for muscovite granite at depths corresponding to pressures of 400–200 MPa (Fig. 8).

How does this relate to emplacement? The first few melt pulses may crystallize and block further ascent, but given the rate at which individual pulses of melt are expected to arrive (e.g. \( \sim 40 \) pulses of melt per year during an inflation period of \( \sim 800 \) y, see earlier discussion), the accumulation of melt will inhibit fast cooling and raise melt pressure to a sufficient level that (sub-) horizontal fracture may occur (Fig. 7c). Depending upon the value of the differential stress, \( \sigma_1-\sigma_3 \), failure may occur by tensile fracture \( [\sigma_1-\sigma_3 < 4 T_{\text{perp}}, \text{ and } P_f > (\sigma_1+T_{\text{perp}})] \) or dilatant shear fracture \( [4 T_{\text{perp}} < \sigma_1-\sigma_3 < 5.66 T_{\text{perp}}, \text{ and } \sigma_1 < P_f < (\sigma_1+T_{\text{perp}}), \text{ where } T_{\text{perp}} \text{ is the tensile strength for failure across (perpendicular to) the fabric}] \).

Once formed, a horizontal sheet can inflate if sufficient melt pressure is available (e.g. Johnson, 1970; Corry, 1988). Inflation from sheet to pluton generally requires lifting of the roof or sinking of the floor (Cruden, 1998). Most studies consider lifting of the roof to form a laccolith to be a shallow level phenomenon, with all documented examples occurring at palaeodepths < 3 km and pluton growth that rarely exceeds 2 km in thickness (Corry, 1988). With increasing overburden thickness, (sub-) horizontal fracture propagation and lateral growth are favored over roof lifting and vertical growth so that the aspect ratio of laccoliths increases with depth (Roman-Berdiel et al., 1995). At greater depths, sinking of the floor during intrusion likely occurs and lopoliths form (Cruden, 1998). This is consistent with models of the three-dimensional form of plutons based on gravity data that suggest inwardly-inclined pluton floors and geometric similarity to lopoliths (e.g. Vigneresse, 1988, 1990, 1995). Inflation by sinking of the floor requires accommodation in the underlying crust, most likely by complementary volume loss at depth as a result of extraction of melt. In effect, this is crustal-scale convection (Zen, 1995; Weinberg, 1997), and the mass balance is achieved by distributed flow rather than through local accommodation. The exact mechanism by which this is accomplished might be expected to vary with depth, so that the end-member models investigated by Cruden (1998) of piston sinking and cantilever mechanisms might reflect increasing depth. It is likely that strain is accommodated by a feedback relation in which transfer of granite melt from the anatectic domain to the upper crust allows pluton inflation by sinking of the floor and distributed return flow (Cruden, 1998).

In west-central Maine, pluton emplacement was close to the contemporaneous brittle–plastic transition, so that inflation of the plutons by subsidence of the floor is more likely to have been accommodated by the cantilever mechanism of Cruden (in press) rather than the piston sinking mechanism. Possible examples of pluton inflation by subsidence of the floor in west-central Maine are the Redington and Mooselookmeguntic plutons. Additionally, (sub-) vertical stretching across HSZs within the CMB shear zone system may have helped in creation of space to ease inflation of the Lexington pluton.

**DISCUSSION: OROGENIC SYSTEMS**

Although the search for a minimal set of principles to describe granite ascent and emplacement is consistent with the normal methodology of science, many natural systems are dynamic and far from equilibrium so that self-organized criticality may be a more appropriate paradigm. The synchronous nature of deformation, metamorphism and plutonism in convergent orogens and the large array of interrelated factors that control granite ascent and emplacement suggest the operation of multiple feedback relations (Brown and Solar, 1998). Orogenic belts are complex systems that evolve dynamically into a critical state without external tuning—it is this feature that leads to amplification of initial fluctuations in feedback relations, and development of dissipative structure through self-organization into shear zone systems (Brown and Solar, 1998). Expression of self-organization occurs on a time-scale less than that of the orogenic system, and on a length-scale accommodated by the orogenic system. In the west-central Maine case study, the time-scale was several million years and the length-scale, tens of kilometers. In anisotropic crustal materials, the orientation of the anisotropy is an important control on melt flow paths. Thus, in anatectic domains within the orogenic system, stromatic migmatites may be characteristic of HSZs, to suggest percolative flow along the migmatite fabric, and inhomogeneous migmatites may be characteristic of LSZs, to suggest granular flow parallel to the mineral elongation lineation. Channelized flow is represented by granite sheets, which may be emplaced in tensile and dilatant shear fractures. These features record elements of the dissipative process.

Within an orogenic system, internal compartments are formed separated by impermeable seals. An example is the compartment defined by the bounding
surfaces of the crustal-scale shear zone system and the brittle–plastic transition (Fig. 5, the contemporary brittle–plastic transition was around the present level of erosion; see also Fig. 7c), within which LSZs represent internal compartments sealed by HSZs. If compartments within the system or the system as a whole become overpressured, melt is expelled either by viscous flow as sheet-like bodies or along fractures (tensile fracture and/or dilatant shear fractures at a high angle to \( \sigma_1 \)), which is likely to be an episodic feature. Thus, we expect granite plutons to overlie ascent conduits that link downward, along the mineral elongation lineation, to inhomogeneous migmatite in LSZs, although lateral expansion during intrusion and inflation may mean that some plutons extend beyond the limits of the parental LSZ. This cyclic process has been called dilatancy-driven fluid pumping (Brown, 1994a). Fugitive melt ponds in plutons because the solidus is approached with decreasing \( P \) stalling ascent. For intermediate \( a(H_2O) \) muscovite-dehydration melting, the flow path intersects the solidus around the level where the increasing supported differential stress favors failure by fracturing at a high angle to the plane of ascent (tensile fracture and/or dilatant shear fractures at a low angle to \( \sigma_1 \)). In convergent orogens characterized by steep fabrics, these horizontal tabular plutons may have discordant relations with the country rock structures, yet at the crustal-scale they are syn-tectonic.
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